Product Configurator Solution

MANAGE thousands of
product variants
Let your customers CONFIGURE
your products

SHORTEN sales cycle with
quicker quotes
Get more CUSTOMERS
by sharing CAD data
Increase PRODUCTIVITY
of your team

SINGLE solution to
MANAGE your product variants
Get more CUSTOMERS
Make your team more PRODUCTIVE
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Ÿ Configure and select the versions of

your product
Ÿ Access to CAD data leading to quicker
decisions
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Configure product as per customer’s
requirements
Ÿ Quickly respond with accurate quotes
leading to shorter sales cycles
Ÿ

DESIGN TEAM
Quicker response to sales and
manufacturing team
Ÿ Quicker design means quicker
delivery to the customers
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Product Configurator Solution

Your Online Product Designer
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Product Configurator System
CAD Server
Database
Part Repository
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Features of Product Configurator
Complete
Automation

Complete automation for managing your product variations.

Customized
for You

A customized solution for your product based on proven and
tested architecture.

Scalable

Works with tens of thousands of possible combinations.

Flexible

Easy to maintain with evolving designs.

Modular

Easy to extend to newer product lines.

Your data in Your CAD format

All logos are property of their respective owners

Totally under Your Control
Product Configurator

Security

Part Repository

User Selections
Output data

CAD Server

Database

Your IP stays inside your Secured Network

Data Format

You can decide what data format should be generated STEP/IGES,
Native CAD, PDF or DWG.

GA Drawings

Level of Detail

Low

Dumb Models

Native CAD Models

High

Product Configurator FAQs
What is a Product Configurator?
With ever increasing versions of products and ever evolving designs, it's a challenge to
allow your customers to configure your products to suit their needs and provide them
with CAD Models of your products. Often the sales process is extended because of delay
in obtaining CAD data or the Price Quote for the configuration selected by the Customer.
Our Product Configurator Solution can help you address this and give you an edge over
competition.
Is this an off the shelf solution?
No, It is a customized solution built on the proven and tested platform. It needs
customization so that we can address the needs of your products.
What about the data security?
Your data (IP) remains secured within your internal network. You have total control over
what data is generated from the system, eg, for customers you may choose to generate
schematic drawings only (without much details), or for your sales team you may want more
detailed drawings/models, for your manufacturing team you may want all the necessary
information.
Does it have to be on the Internet?
You can decide if you wish to allow users to connect to your system from the internet or not.
You could restrict it to your internal team by hosting it on intranet or specific identified
machines in your organizations.
What CAD formats does it support?
The architecture is CAD neutral and can work with any CAD system. So rest assured we have
your CAD system covered.
What happens when my design changes?
The flexible architecture of our Product Configurator can easily accomodate your design
changes.
How do I add another product line?
The modular and extendible nature of our Product Configurator makes it very easy to add
new product lines.
How do we get started?
Please write to contact@pre-scient.com and we will be glad to help you further.
Please send any un-answered questions to contact@pre-scient.com.
Look forward to hearing from you.
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